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World War II Service of George T. Angehr
Enlistment and Training
George Thomas Angehr enlisted in the United States Navy in 1943, dropping out of high school
after his junior year at the age of seventeen. He began active duty on September 14, 1943, and
was sent to the Naval Training Station at Newport, Rhode Island, where he received basic
training and attended a Navy trade school, graduating as an Electrician’s Mate. In 1943, the
Navy had initiated the Large Ship Pre-commissioning Training Program, to bring crews together
so their members could start their training prior to the completion and commissioning of their
assigned ship. In all, an average of 85 percent of a ship’s crew would meet in Newport to start
training, attending schools such as firefighting, damage control, gunnery, cargo handling, and
engineering.
After training, he was assigned to the USS Eldorado AGC-11. The Eldorado, named for a
mountain range in Nevada, was originally designed as a merchant ship. It was launched October
26, 1943 under the name Monsoon by the North Carolina Shipbuilding Co., Wilmington, NC. It
was transferred to the Navy on February 1, 1944, and then converted to an Amphibious Force
Command Ship at pier 35 at the Bethlehem Steel Yard, Brooklyn, NY. Belonging to the
McKinley class of command ships, and was 459 feet long, and displaced about 12,500 tons.
Amphibious Force Command Ships were a new type of ship designed to serve as flagships and
communications centers during large naval operations. Previously, the commanding officer of a
fleet had usually selected one of the largest ships such as a battleship or cruiser to serve as his
flagship. However, combat ships might have other duties during operations that could take them
away from some of the rest of the fleet, and weren’t designed for communications. During the
Pacific war, it was realized that it would be better to use a dedicated communication ship as a
flagship to direct the fleet. The ships were lightly armed, depending on the rest of the fleet for
defense. The Eldorado itself had two single 5" dual purpose gun mounts, four twin 40 mm AA
gun mounts, and ten twin 20 mm AA gun mounts. Its official complement was 54 officers and
579 enlisted men. However, it could also accommodate additional command staff, war
correspondents, and photographers, and was sometimes occupied by almost 1,000 men.
Brooklyn to Pearl Harbor
The sailors who had been assigned to the Eldorado departed Newport on August 23, 1944,
joining the ship for its official commissioning under Captain J. R. Wallace in Brooklyn on
August 25, 1944, an event attended by family and friends of the crew. According to naval slang,
because George Angehr was with the ship from its commissioning he was one of the Eldorado’s
“plankowners,” considered to own one of the planks of the deck. According to the Eldorado
Yearbook, after the ship’s commissioning “[w]ork continued at a furious pace, workers swarmed
over the hull with welding torches, pneumatic chisels, other scientific noise makers; ship’s crew
continued to work day and night to ready the ship for sea.”
After testing and a shakedown cruise, the Eldorado sailed for the US Amphibious Training
Command at Hampton Roads, near Norfolk, Virginia, on September 4, 1944. For many of the
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crew, this was their first ship and first time at sea, and “they made the usual contribution to
Neptune as the ship rode the rough waters between New York and Norfolk.” However, they
recuperated from their seasickness quickly once they arrived “and discovered for themselves
why Norfolk is the sailor’s favorite liberty port!”
The Eldorado’s scheduled departure from Norfolk on September 13 was delayed by the arrival
of a hurricane. While riding out the storm in the harbor of Hampton Roads, she relayed a weak
SOS call she had picked up, contributing to the rescue of a vessel in distress. She departed for the
Panama Canal on September 15, having smooth sailing en route. She transited the Canal on
September 20-21, stopping only to discharge passengers in Balboa in the Canal Zone.
The Eldorado reached San Diego on September 21, where it was assigned duty as the flagship
for Commander Amphibious Group Four, and embarked Rear Admiral Lawrence F. Reifsnider
and his staff. On September 29 the ship proceeded to the Naval Station at Mare Island in San
Francisco Bay, where it was renovated and new communication equipment installed. According
to the Eldorado Yearbook, “it was Bethlehem Steel Yard all over again, with shipyard workers
crowding aboard and cutting viciously into the vessel. Apparently the entire ship had to be torn
apart and assembled on different lines.” After trial runs on November 16-19, the ship left for
Pearl Harbor on November 22. En route, a plane engaging in a tracking drill plunged into the sea,
but its crew was rescued by one of the ship’s boats.
At Pearl Harbor, the Eldorado engaged in extensive drills and exercises off Hawaii. On January
10, 1945, it became the flagship for Amphibious Forces Pacific, under Vice Admiral Richmond
Kelley Turner. The ship was also joined by Lt. General Holland M. “Howling Mad” Smith,
Commander of Expeditionary Forces of the US Marine Corps that would land on Iwo Jima.
From January 12-18 extensive rehearsals for the invasion of Iwo Jima were held off Maui.
Although there was much work to be done at Pearl, the crew was also able to enjoy liberty there,
“and the boys came back…saying much the same thing about Pearl Harbor as they said about
Norfolk.”
Iwo Jima
On January 27, the Eldorado left Pearl Harbor. According to the Eldorado Yearbook, “All her
crew were excited and the conversation was confined to wild guesses as to her ultimate
destination. They soon found themselves leading a convoy of troop transports, and knew for sure
they were headed into action.” Their first stop was Eniwetok in the Marshal Islands, where they
arrived on February 5. The ship then proceeded to Saipan in the Marianas Islands, conducting
gunnery and tactics exercises en route, and arriving on February 11.
Saipan had been taken from the Japanese only about six months earlier. According to the
Eldorado Yearbook, when the crew saw the destruction “It began to dawn on us that war was
something more than liberties and chow lines.” From Saipan, the Eldorado carried out “a dress
rehearsal, complete with planes, bombs, ships, marines” for the invasion of Iwo Jima at nearby
Tinian on February 12-13. A Mardi Gras celebration was held while anchored off Tinian on
February 14. Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal and his staff came on board at Saipan on
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February 15 in order to personally observe the Iwo Jima invasion, the Eldorado departing the for
that destination the next day.
By the end of 1944 US forces were pressing ever closer to the Japanese home islands, having
taken the Marianas Islands and much of the Philippines by then. Iwo Jima, whose name means
“Sulphur Island,” was a small, barren volcanic island in the Volcano Islands south of Japan. It
was considered to be of strategic value as an airbase for a potential invasion of Japan, and as an
emergency airfield for crippled B-29 bombers returning from bombing the main islands. It was
the first actual Japanese territory to be invaded by the US.
The island had already been softened up by two months of bombing raids from the Marianas. In
overall command of the invasion fleet was Admiral Raymond A. Spruance, aboard the heavy
cruiser Indianapolis. The US forces included more than 500 ships and 110,000 men, including
Marines, Army, and Navy forces. Three days before the invasion, navy ships and aircraft began
an intense bombardment. According to the Eldorado Yearbook, “During the night of February 18
. . . large fires and gun flashes were visible for many miles and the thunder of the big guns
sounded like a constant rumbling of thunder as they kept up their ceaseless pounding.” At 0500
on February 19, all hands went to general quarters as the Eldorado led the invasion force toward
the beaches amidst a swarm of landing craft.
At 0900 the marines hit the beaches. At first there was little resistance, but it was a trap by the
Japanese. Just after 1000, all hell broke loose, from machine gun fire to heavy artillery firing
from Mt. Suribachi overlooking the beach. The landing became a blood bath. Over the next few
days the marines fought their way inland, finally taking Mt. Surbachi, the peak that overlooked
the landing zone, and silencing its guns on February 23. The famous picture of the flag-raising
by six marines on Mt. Suribachi, which was witnessed by some of the Eldorado crew from its
deck, was taken by Joe Rosenthal, an AP photographer who was based on the ship. His film was
sent from the Eldorado by seaplane to Guam, then transmitted to the US by radiophoto. The
photo soon became a sensation and later won a Pulitzer Prize.
The fleet offshore did not come under attack at first. But in the early afternoon of February 21,
fifty Zeke fighters and Betty bombers took off from southern Kyushu in Japan on a suicide
mission. They had only enough fuel for 20 minutes of combat over Iwo Jima, and not enough to
get back to Japan. They reached the fleet just before sundown, diving down to crash into the
ships below. The aircraft carrier Saratoga was severely damaged and put out of action for the
rest of the war, with the loss 123 crew killed and 192 wounded. Worse, the escort carrier
Bismarck Sea, cruising with a task group 21 miles east of Iwo Jima, was sunk, with the loss of
318 of its crew of 812. It was the last US carrier lost due to enemy action in WWII. Three more
US ships were hit before the last of the kamikazes was shot down or ran out of fuel and plunged
into the ocean. That night – the night before George Angehr turned nineteen on February 22 –
the Eldorado was deluged by 12 air-raids, but not damaged. Fortunately, the Japanese never
realized that the Amphibious Command Ships were the nerve centers of the invasion force, and
never directly targeted them, aiming for larger ships instead. Although nightly air-raids
continued, the Japanese did not make another major attack on the fleet during the rest of the Iwo
Jima campaign, perhaps saving the planes for future battles.
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Throughout the rest of her time at Iwo Jima, the Eldorado operated off its southeastern coast, at
distances of 1,800 to 5,000 yards from the shore. The ship served as a radio station, broadcasting
news and interviews with commanders as the battle progressed. The ship also took on board 76
casualties from the landings between February 19 and March 1, of which 20 were returned to
duty, 51 transferred to hospital ships, and 5 died of wounds.
Although they had no hope of holding the island, being faced with overwhelming US force and
cut off from relief or reinforcement, Japanese resistance was fierce. The island was riddled with
caves, tunnels, and bunkers, which often had to be cleared with explosives or flame-throwers. It
took until March 26 to completely secure the island. The US suffered 26,040 total casualties,
including 6,821 killed and 19,217 wounded. Most of the about 20,000 Japanese troops refused to
surrender and fought to the death; only 1,083 were taken prisoner, with the rest being killed or
missing, for a survival rate of only 5%.
Okinawa
Having completed its support of the amphibious landings on Iwo Jima, the Eldorado turned over
command to a sister ship and left for Guam on March 9. Reaching that island on March 11, it
reprovisioned and took aboard Lt. General Simon Bolivar Buckner, commander of the Tenth
Army, a combined Army and Marine force of 184,000 men that had been assembled for the
invasion of Okinawa. The Eldorado left Guam the same day, and proceeded to the Philippines,
arriving March 16. There she participated in rehearsals for the invasion of Okinawa on Leyte and
Samar in the central Philippines, practicing the deployment of ships, air support coverage, and
working out logistics and timing. However, the crew also had time for liberty, and “successfully
invaded the fleet recreational area, drank beer, traded with the natives (and many of us lost our
shirts).” On March 27 the Eldorado left Leyte for Okinawa, again heading up a large group of
amphibious troop transports and cargo ships.
Okinawa is the largest island in the Ryukyu chain, about 66 miles long and 7 miles wide, and
about 400 miles south of the main island of Kyushu in Japan. An integral part of Japan, unlike
Iwo Jima it had a large native population. The US invasion, code-named Operation Iceberg, was
intended to take the island to use as a fleet anchorage, troop staging area, and airbase for the
planned invasion of the main islands of Japan. It would become the largest and most costly battle
of the Pacific war.
The Eldorado arrived at Okinawa, on April 1, Easter Sunday, code-named “Love Day” or LDay, having held Easter services on board the day before. It was now part of the US Fifth Fleet,
an enormous armada of 1,300 ships, including 39 aircraft carriers, 18 battleships, 27 cruisers,
177 destroyers and destroyer escorts, and large numbers of support and troop transport ships,
crewed by a total of 18,000 men. The planned landing site for the invasion was Hagushi Beach
on the southwestern coast of Okinawa.
In the weeks before to the invasion, Okinawa had been heavily shelled and bombed by aircraft
and navy ships. The small Kerama Islands to the west had been seized and a force of 400 small
Japanese suicide boats captured. Now, at 0530, twenty minutes before dawn, the fire support
force of 10 battleships, 9 cruisers, 23 destroyers, and 177 gunboats began bombardment of the
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beaches. They fired 44,825 rounds of 5-inch or larger shells, 33,000 rockets, and 22,500 mortar
shells, the heaviest concentration of naval gunfire ever to support a landing of troops. According
to the Eldorado Yearbook, that morning they “heard the pleasant booming of the sixteen inch
giants as they paved the way for the first wave of the Tenth Army Infantry and the elements of
the Sixth Marines to land successfully.”
At 0800 the first landing craft began heading for the beaches, expecting to encounter the same
kind of fierce fighting as at Iwo Jima. They were surprised to find little resistance, consisting of a
few air attacks and light artillery and mortar fire. At Okinawa, the Japanese had decided not to
contest the landing. Instead, they planned a strategy of attrition, retreating to fortified bunkers,
caves, and pillboxes, where they would try to destroy as many US troops as possible when
attacked.
By nightfall, more than 60,000 troops had landed. They had taken eight miles along the beaches
and pressed inland in places as much as three miles. For the next few days they fanned out
through the island, encountering mainly just bewildered Okinawan peasants, and took two
strategic airfields in the south of the island. But by April 5, US troops began to encounter
Japanese troops in heavily fortified positions and fighting became intense. It would take almost
three months to clear Japanese forces from the island.
The Japanese also began counterattacks by sea and air. On April 6, the super-battleship Yamato,
the largest and most powerful battleship ever built, along with a cruiser and eight destroyers, was
sent out on a suicide mission from Japan to attack the fleet at Okinawa. Without enough fuel to
return to Japan, the intent was to beach the Yamato and use its big guns to defend the island. But
the US had intercepted and decoded Japanese communications about the mission, and sent a
force of six battleships, seven cruisers, and twenty-one destroyers to intercept it. On April 7,
carrier-based dive bombers and torpedo bombers found the group south of Kyushu more than
200 miles north of Okinawa, sinking the Yamato, the cruiser, and four destroyers, effectively
wiping out the remaining Imperial Japanese Navy forces.
Like the troops ashore, at first the fleet off Hagushi Beach saw little action, although 71 Japanese
suicide boats were sunk on L-day. Japanese submarines were detected by sound and also seen,
but they did not attack. (However, on March 31, Admiral Raymond Spruance’s flagship, the
cruiser Indianapolis, was damaged by a bomb from a Japanese fighter, and he had to transfer his
command to the battleship New Mexico.)
That was soon to change. Okinawa was in range of planes based at airfields in Japan itself, which
meant that large air attacks could be mounted on the fleet. Although Japan had used kamikaze
tactics before, Okinawa was the first battle in which they played a major role. By this time, Japan
had lost her best and most experienced pilots. Kamikazes (meaning “divine wind,” after
typhoons that had destroyed Mongol fleets trying to invade Japan in the Thirteenth Century)
were mostly flown by young and inexperienced pilots, and were loaded with bombs, torpedoes,
or other explosives. Some were little more than piloted bombs.
On April 6, Japan initiated Operation Kikisui (meaning “floating crysanthemums”), a series of
massive air attacks aimed at driving off the US fleet. On that date, Kikusui No. 1, beginning at 3
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PM, saw an onslaught by 355 kamikazes and 344 escort fighters that continued for five hours.
Twenty-two kamikazes penetrated the combat air patrol shield on that day, sinking six ships and
damaging 18 others, and killing 350 US crewmen. However, 396 Japanese aircraft were
destroyed either by US planes, anti-aircraft fire, or their own suicide tactics. Over the rest of the
campaign, the Japanese launched nine more major air attacks. Between April 6 and June 22, the
Japanese flew 1,465 kamikaze aircraft in large-scale attacks from Kyushu, 185 individual
kamikaze sorties from Kyushu, and 250 individual kamikaze sorties from Taiwan. Japan also lost
about 400 non-kamikaze aircraft.
The Eldorado remained off Hagushi Beach for 47 days, through 562 air raids, sometimes as
many as 50 a night. Its crew were at battle stations for 268 hours, and spent 90 hours “making
smoke,” putting out smokescreens to hide the fleet. According to the Eldorado Yearbook, “The
Eldorado wasn’t without her own perils from these forces, and her guns were blazing almost
nightly. Several near misses were registered and a few members of her gun crews were severely
wounded although no fatalities resulted.” Hits by small caliber shells wounded a total of eight
enlisted men. On several occasions bombs fell in the Eldorado’s immediate vicinity, but she
suffered no appreciable damage. Her closest call came on May 12, when a kamikaze swept close
by but plunged into the nearby battleship New Mexico, killing 54 of her crew and wounding 119.
(Despite damage, Admiral Spruance continued to use the New Mexico as his flagship.)
But according to the Eldorado Yearbook, “To us, the battle-worn and bogie-wise veterans of one
invasion, it was all routine…the “Flash Red, Control Green” that sounded night after night, the
smoke that filled our compartments, the suicide bent Japanese airmen. It was more intensified at
Okinawa; the raids came oftener and the Japs dived more recklessly. There was the night of
Hirohito’s birthday [April 29], celebrated by the Jap airmen in an unprecedented mass raid on the
Okinawa invasion fleet.”
Eldorado’s combat information center was the central unit in the air defense against the day and
night raids. Every plane coming on station for defense patrol reported directly to the Eldorado
for assignment to a controlling base. Although it was not at first intended for the Eldorado to
control combat patrols directly, strategy eventually made it necessary, and eight enemy planes
were “splashed” by patrols under Eldorado’s control.
During her stay off Okinawa, the Eldorado received a number of distinguished visitors,
including Fifth Fleet commander Admiral Raymond Spruance, Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz,
who was Chief of Naval Operations and Commander-in-Chief of Pacific forces, and Fleet
Admiral William F. “Bull” Halsey, Jr. The famed war correspondent Ernie Pyle filed reports
from the Eldorado shortly before he was killed in action on April 17 on Ie Shima, a small island
northwest of Okinawa. After President Roosevelt died on April 12, a memorial service was
broadcast from the Eldorado, even though the ship had been at battle stations eight minutes
before it began. (The service is shown at 17:30 in the film The Fleet That Came to Stay.) Better
news came on May 9, when the fleet received the news that Germany had surrendered the day
before, Victory in Europe Day, or V-E Day.
The fact that the land battle dragged on much longer than planned had important consequences
for the war at sea. Because the ground forces were heavily dependent on the Fifth Fleet for fire
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support and supplies, the ships had to stay on a short leash with no choice but to remain inviting
targets for the kamikazes until the island was fully secured. Its tenacity gained it the name “The
Fleet That Came to Stay.” By the time the island was secured in June, the extended naval action
had become the costliest naval engagement of the war (both in terms of men and ships), and the
largest air-sea battle in history. It is estimated that nearly one out of seven naval deaths in the
entire war occurred during these two bloody months off Okinawa.
US forces suffered over 75,000-82,000 casualties at Okinawa, including non-battle casualties
(injury, illness, and “combat fatigue,” now known as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder), of which
over 20,195 were deaths (12,500 killed in action, 7,700 died of wounds or non-combat deaths).
These included the commander of the Tenth Army, Lt. General Buckner, killed by artillery fire
on June 18, a few days before the end of the campaign. He was the highest-ranking US officer
killed by enemy fire in WWII.
The Navy, with 4,907 personnel killed in action, actually had the highest number of deaths of
any of the US forces. In comparison, the Army lost 4,675 men and the Marine Corps 2,938.
(Figures do not include indirect deaths at a later date from injuries or other causes). The Navy
also had 4,824 wounded, an almost unprecedented 1:1 killed-to-wounded ratio. Navy ships
suffered equally, with 36 ships sunk and 368 sustaining varying degrees of damage. Most of the
ships lost, however, were smaller ones, particularly destroyers on picket duty. No carriers,
battleships, or cruisers were sunk, although some were badly damaged.
The US military estimated that 110,000 Japanese soldiers (including conscripted Okinawan
civilians) were killed during the battle. A total of 7,400 Japanese regulars and 3,400 Okinawan
conscripts surrendered or were captured during the battle. Additional Japanese and Okinawan
troops were captured or surrendered over the next few months, bringing the total to 16,346. It is
estimated that between 30,000-100,000 Okinawan civilians also died, killed by crossfire between
US and Japanese troops (the Japanese often using them as human shields), or by suicide (often
forced by Japanese troops), starvation, and disease. This may have been as much as one-third of
the island’s native population at the time.
Preparing for the Invasion of Japan
On May 18, the Eldorado left Okinawa for Guam with considerable relief, arriving on May 22.
At Guam, they “breathed deeply once again and relaxed. Stores, painting, ship’s
work…everything possible was done to make the ship perfectly conditioned.” They left for the
Philippines on June 9, dropping anchor in Manila Bay on June 14. In Manila they enjoyed
“Liberty ashore…gaped at the blasted city, explored the sights, sounds…and smells.” Aboard
ship, they readied for their next mission, the planned invasion of the Japanese main islands, with
rehearsal cruises on July 6 and 7.
“Operation Downfall,” the invasion of the Japanese home islands, was scheduled to begin on
November 1, “X-Day.” Based on the fanatical defense of Iwo Jima and Okinawa, it was
estimated that the cost could be 500,000 Allied casualties or more. Faced with such daunting
numbers, the US decided to use a new and terrible weapon that was first tested on July 16 at the
Trinity Site in New Mexico. Preparations for the invasion were cut short when the first atomic
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bomb was dropped on Hiroshima on August 6. After a second bomb was dropped on Nagasaki
on August 9, Japan unconditionally surrendered on August 15, Victory in Japan Day, or V-J
Day. According to the Eldorado Yearbook, “The great day of rejoicing found us anchored in
historic Manila Bay, and the welcome news gave us all cause for sincere thanksgiving. This was
the end of the line for a great ship and a gallant crew.” The surrender document was signed
aboard the USS Missouri in Tokyo Bay on September 2.
After V-J Day
On September 17 the Eldorado departed from Manila, reaching San Francisco on October 12
after stops at Guam and Pearl Harbor, almost eleven months after leaving California the year
before. On November 1, the day that had been designated for the invasion of Japan, she was at
the Naval Supply Depot, Oakland. Between December 9, 1945 and early February 1946, the ship
shuttled between San Francisco, Pearl Harbor, and San Diego, ending up at Pearl Harbor on 21
February.
On March 16, George Angehr was transferred from the Eldorado to USS LCS (3) (L) 90, a
smaller Landing Craft Support ship. He left Pearl Harbor on the LCS on March 23, arriving at
San Francisco on April 1, and later to the US Naval Station in Astoria, Oregon. He was
discharged from active duty on May 27, 1946. He had traveled at least 39,000 nautical miles
(44,889 statute miles) on the Eldorado and the LCS.
After WWII, the Eldorado continued in service in the Pacific, including directing amphibious
landings during the Korean and Vietnam Wars. It was decommissioned in November 1972. In
1974, it was moved to Taiwan to be used as a storage facility.
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George Angehr qualified for three decorations due to his naval service:

American Area Campaign Medal. Qualification: Permanently
assigned as a member of a crew of a vessel sailing ocean waters for
a period of 30 consecutive days in the American Theater of
Operations.

Asiatic-Pacific Area Campaign Medal. Qualification: Service in
the Asiatic-Pacific Area, including the Iwo Jima and Okinawa naval
campaigns, for which two bronze battle stars were awarded.

Philippine Liberation Medal. Qualification: Served in the
Philippine Islands or on ships in Philippine waters for not less than
30 days between the dates of 17 October 1944 and 2 September
1945.
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Aerial view of the Naval Training Station, Newport RI, September 1944, showing more than 200
Quonset huts used for housing of trainees.
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George Angehr (front row, seventh from right) at the Newport Naval Training Station, probably
1944.

George Angehr (fourth row from front, third from right) with his Electrician’s Mate company,
Newport Naval Training Station.
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Relatives of the crew visiting the Eldorado for its commissioning in Brooklyn, August 25, 1944.
From the Eldorado Yearbook.
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George T. Angehr with his father George P. Angehr, taken next to the La Bertha apartment
house at 2363 Lyon Avenue, where the family lived.

George T. Angehr
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“E” Division, USS Eldorado
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As part of “E’ Division, George Angehr was part of the “Black Gang” who worked below decks.
From the Eldorado Yearbook
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“E” Division on the Eldorado. George Angehr second row, third from right.

The I.C. (Internal Communications) Room was George Angehr’s Battle Station on the Eldorado.
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Cover and pages 1-5 of George Angehr’s Personal Information Booklet from the Eldorado. At
this time, he seems to have been assigned to “A” Division, possibly switching to “E” Division
later.

Eldorado mess ticket.
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USS Eldorado leaving Mare Island, Vallejo, CA, after her overhaul, November 22, 1944.
Improvements included addition of a height-finding SP radar (with surface search SG alongside)
on the forward goalposts. The framework atop the after goalposts is an aircraft homing beacon.
At this point, the Eldorado was painted with “dazzle” camouflage. First developed in WWI, the
objective was not to conceal the ship, but to make it difficult to determine its speed and direction.
Due to the threat of kamikazes, the Navy decided to change to plain gray paint for all ships in
February 1945. However, some ships in the Battles of Iwo Jima and Okinawa still had dazzle
coloration at that time.
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Mardi Gras celebration on the Eldorado while anchored off Tinian, February 13, 1945. Below:
Playing the “Sweet Potato Stomp.”
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Services on the Eldorado en route to Iwo Jima, February 1945. From the Oak Leaf, newsletter of
the Naval Supply Depot, Oakland, November 9, 1945
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Services on the Eldorado held on Sunday, February 18, 1945, the day before the Iwo Jima
invasion.
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Aerial view of Iwo Jima in 1945.

Landing plan for the Iwo Jima invasion. The Eldorado would have been positioned in the middle
of the landing zones on the southern coast.
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Aerial views of the landings on Iwo Jima on February 19, 1945, with waves of landing craft
leaving white wakes. Mt. Suribachi is at the left. The Eldorado’s position was to the right of
these views.
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The US fleet off Iwo Jima.
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Screen shots of a film taken from the Eldorado during the Iwo Jima landings on February 19,
1945.
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Screen shots of a film taken from the Eldorado during the Iwo Jima landings on February 19,
1945. Below: Ship in back is another Amphibious Command Ship of the same class as the
Eldorado, either the USS Estes or USS Auburn.
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Screen shots of film taken from the Eldorado during the Iwo Jima landings on February 19,
1945. Below: Puffs of anti-aircraft fire over the fleet.
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Screen shots of film taken from the Eldorado during the Iwo Jima landings on February 19,
1945. Admiral Turner and staff directing the landing forces.
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Flag raising by US Marines on Mt. Suribachi on Iwo Jima, February 23, 1945. Photo taken by
Joe Rosenthal and sent from the Eldorado.

Joe Rosenthal with prints of his famous photograph.
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Kamikaze attacks at Iwo Jima on the night of February 21-22, 1945. In the attacks, the aircraft
carrier Saratoga (above) was severely damaged, and the escort carrier Bismarck Sea (below) was
sunk.
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Vice Admiral Richmond K. Turner, Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal, Marine Lt. General
Holland M. “Howling Mad” Smith, and Rear Admiral Harry W. Hill on the Eldorado during the
Iwo Jima invasion, February 22, 1945.
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The invasion of Okinawa, April 1, 1945.
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The Battle of Okinawa, April 1-June 21, 1945.
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Above: Rocket bombardment of Okinawa before landings. Below: Landing craft head for the
beach on Okinawa while a battleship shells the island, April 1, 1945,
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Landings at Hagushi Bay, Okinawa, April 1, 1945, with ships of the fleet in the background.
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A Japanese Okha kamikaze plane captured on Okinawa. The rocket-powered Okha was basically
a manned flying bomb that was dropped from a larger bomber.

Anti-aircraft fire over the fleet at Okinawa. From the Eldorado Yearbook.
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Kamikazes attack the fleet at the Battle of Okinawa. Above: A kamikaze is shot down as it
attacks the USS Isherwood. Below: A kamikaze misses a battleship.
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The battleship New Mexico was hit by a kamikaze that swept close by the Eldorado but missed it
on May 12, 1945.
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Rear Admiral Forrest Sherman, Admiral Raymond Spruance, Admiral Chester Nimitz, and Vice
Admiral Richmond. K. Turner aboard the Eldorado off Okinawa.

Lt. General Simon B. Buckner, Vice Admiral Richmond K. Turner, and Major General Lemuel
Shepherd aboard the Eldorado off Okinawa.
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Memorial service for President Franklin D. Roosevelt held on the Eldorado off Okinawa on
April 15, 1945. The service appears in the film The Fleet That Came to Stay.
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In February 1946 George Angehr was reassigned from the Eldorado to this Landing Craft Ship,
LCS (3) (L) 90. He returned from Pearl Harbor to San Francisco on it March 23-April 1, 1946,
and then to the US Naval Station at Astoria, OR.

Mess pass from the US Naval Station in Astoria, Oregon.
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Account of the Eldorado’s service, from the Oak Leaf,
newsletter of the Naval Supply Depot, Oakland,
November 9, 1945
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George Angehr and shipmates enjoying a few cigars.

Shipmates on the Eldorado.
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Eldorado crew members.
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George Angehr with friends. Pearl Harbor, January 21, 1945.

Pearl Harbor, January 21, 1945.

46

Friends at Pearl Harbor, January 21, 1945.

47

On leave, probably in Manila.
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Navy knives and sheathes belonging to George Angehr.

49

George Angehr’s handwritten record of the Eldorado cruise.

50

Summary of George Angehr’s cruises on the Eldorado and LCS (3) (L) 90.
From
New York
Norfolk VA
Panama
San Diego
Mare Island

To
Norfolk VA
Panama
San Diego
Mare Island
Pearl Harbor

Left
Arrived
9/4/44
9/5/44
9/15/44
9/20/44
9/21/44
9/29/44
9/30/44
10/1/44
11/22/44 11/28/44

Pearl Harbor
Eniwetok

Eniwetok
Saipan

1/27/45
2/7/45

Saipan

Iwo Jima

2/16/45

Iwo Jima

Guam

3/9/45

Guam

Leyte

3/11/45

Leyte

Okinawa

3/27/45

Okinawa
Guam

Guam
Manila

5/18/45
6/9/45

Manila
Guam
Pearl Harbor
San Francisco
Pearl Harbor
San Diego

Guam
Pearl Harbor
San Francisco
Pearl Harbor
San Diego
Pearl Harbor

9/17/45
9/22/45
10/5/45
12/9/45
12/28/45
2/15/46

Pearl Harbor

San Francisco

3/23/46

San Francisco

Astoria, WA

unknown

Comments
Transit of Panama Canal
Refitting
Became flagship for Vice Admiral
Richmond K. Turner, Commander,
Amphibious Forces, Pacific.
Rehearsal cruises from Pearl Harbor:
12/16/44-12/23/44, 1/11/45-1/19/45

2/5/45
2/11/45 At Saipan, embarked Secretary of the
Navy James Forrestal
Rehearsals for invasion of Iwo Jima
at Tinian, 2/12/45-2/13/45
2/19/45 Flagship for amphibious forces for
invasion of Iwo Jima
3/11/45 Embarked Lieutenant General Simon
B. Buckner, Commanding General of
the 10th Army.
3/16/45 Rehearsal cruise from Leyte for
Okinawa invasion, 3/17/45
4/1/45 Flagship for amphibious forces for
invasion of Okinawa
5/22/45
6/14/45 Rehearsal cruises from Manila for
invasion of Japanese mainland
7/6/45-7/7/45
August 15, 1945 VJ-Day
9/22/45
10/2/45
10/12/45
12/16/45
1/4/46
2/21/46
Reassigned from Eldorado to LCS
(3) (L) 90 on 16 March 1946
4/1/46 Returned from Pearl Harbor to San
Francisco on LCS (3) (L) 90
unknown Traveled from San Francisco to
Astoria, OR on LCS (3) (L) 90
Total distance traveled: 39,000
nautical miles
51

Cruise of the Eldorado, 1944-1945. From the back cover of the Eldorado Yearbook

52

Cruise of the USS LCS (L) (3) 90. George Angehr was only on the final legs from Pearl Harbor
to San Francisco, and San Francisco to Astoria, OR.
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Letter from Admiral Richmond K. Turner thanking the captain and crew of the Eldorado for
their service.
54

Letter sent to George Angehr by Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal thanking him for his
service.
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Letter sent to George Angehr by President Harry S Truman thanking him for his service.
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